INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, DAMMAM
UPPER PRIMARY SECTION
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT – 2 (MARCH-2014)
CLASS: V  TIME: 2 hours
SUBJECT: ENGLISH  MARKS: ORALS = /10
Name: __________________ Sec: _____ Roll No: _____ WRITTEN = /50
TOTAL = /60
Instructions:
1. Part A and B to be done in the Question Paper.
2. Part C, D and E to be done in the Answer Sheet.
3. Read the questions carefully and attempt all.
4. Read your paper thoroughly before submission.

Part-A

(To be done in the question paper)

Do as directed:

I. Punctuate the following:-

ben said i will help ruby.

II. Write the question tag for the following

a) He can draw well, “_________?”
b) Ram should not go today, “_________?”

III. Complete the following words with ‘f’ or ‘ff’.

a) Gru__  b) cal__  c) sta__  d) sur__
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IV. Rewrite the sentence in past perfect progressive tense using the clues given in brackets. 1X2=2

a) Why did he look so tired? (because / keep awake / all night)

b) They played very well. (They / practice/ for / two years.)

V. Choose the most suitable word to complete each sentence. ½x1=½

a) Maya is sleeping ___________. (loudly, soundly)

VI. Write the correct phrase using the clue given ½x1=½

The meeting took almost five hours so it was impossible to

___________all the time.(using pay)

VII. Choose the correct adjective from the bracket ½x4=2

[ satisfied amazing worried terrifying ]

a) The ___________ authorities cancelled the match.

b) The present situation is ________________.

c) I was thanked by the ________________ customer.

d) They still show _____________ loyalty to their parents.
VIII. Change into indirect speech

a) Jack will say, "Peter has passed the examination."

b) Ravi said to me, "I did not take your book yesterday."

c) Ali said, "She looks like my mother."

d) "My father may come tomorrow," Joe said to Mary.

IX. Fill in with appropriate pronouns from the bracket

1/4 x 4 = 1

a) Will you let _____ play in your team? (I / me)

b) The teacher reminded _______ about the test. (they / them)

c) All that land beyond the lake is ______.(our / ours)

d) _______ performance was liked by all. (their / they)

X. Complete the following sentences with suitable pronouns

1/2 x 4 = 2

a) They had to put away the dog__________ bit the boy. It was too dangerous.

b) I am looking for the person __________ surname begins with "K".

c) The television uses a timer to turn ________ off after one hour.

d) The soccer team decided to call __________ the Tiger Tales.
XI. Rewrite the sentences with commas in the right place
Will you Aisha do that assignment for me?
Yes Doctor I will.

PART - B

I. Give the meaning of: (Any 4) ½ x 4=2
a) curious
b) grazing
c) gnaws
d) tyrant
e) constable

II. Give opposite of: ½ x4=2
a) please
b) praised
c) shocked
d) exit

III. Give one word ½ x4=2
a) moving unsteadily from side to side as if about to fall
b) two metal rings, joined by a short chain
c) a material used for protecting objects or areas open to the wind and the sun
d) answered someone quickly in an angry or funny way
IV. Frame sentence: (Any 2) 1x2=2

a) comfortable-

b) invisible-

c) praise-

V. Quote from memory with punctuation marks from the poem, "The Sea" and write the name of the poet. 1x3=3

With his clashing teeth and ____________________________

_________________________ gnaws

And _________________________________

The giant ____________________________

____________________ greasy paws.

By: ____________________________
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Part-C
(To be done in the question paper)
I. Read the poem and answer the questions that follow:  

As I went home on the old wood road,
With my basket and lesson book,
A deer came out of the tall trees
And down to drink at the brook.

Twilight was all about us,
Twilight and tree on tree
I looked into its great, strange eyes,
And the deer looked back at me.

Beautiful, brown and unafraid,
Those eyes returned my stare;
And something with neither sound nor name
Passed between us there.

1) Describe the deer's eyes?

2) Why did the deer come out of the wood?

3) The child has his basket and lesson book with him. Where do you think he is returning from?

4) Give the words that rhyme with:
stare-_________  tree-_________

5) Find words in the poem that mean the following:
a) The time when day is starting to become night-_________
b) A small stream-_________
Part D

(To be answered in the answer sheet)

I. Answer the following questions in brief. (Any three) 2x3=6

1) What made the stranger react with anger?

2) Name four comparisons the speaker makes between the sea and a hungry dog?

3) Why was Robinson Crusoe shocked when he saw he was on an island?

4) Where did Robin Hood and his men live? How did they make their living?

II. Annotate the following. (Any two) 2x2=4

1. "He lies on the sandy shores.,
   So quiet, he scarcely snores."
   a) Who is 'he' and how is 'he' described?
   b) What does the speaker convey?

2. "Here I stored my tools and guns"
   a) Whom does 'I' refer to?
   b) Where did he keep the tools and guns?

3. "You're brave and a strong man."
   a) Who said this to whom?
   b) Why did he praise him?
III. Answer in detail: (Any one) 1x3=3

1) Describe how Robinson Crusoe built ‘safe home’ for himself on the island.

OR

2) The group of people were scared and curious.’ Why were they scared and curious?

Part- E

(To be answered in the answer sheet)

I. Write any one of the following: 1x4½=4½

a) Write a letter to a friend, describing a book you have just read and recommend it to him/her.

OR

b) Write a letter to your Grandmother in India, explaining why you are unable to visit her during the holidays.
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